To initialize ship design process, it is very important to be able to develop 
Introduction
Prediction based design remains to be an important initial step in the design process of complex systems. This is especially exemplified in the complex process of ship design. Prediction-based design uses a set of user specifications for a certain class of systems (ships) to predict the rest of the design parameters. This prediction depends on available data of existing designs of the same class. This prediction problem is usually performed using conventional regression techniques. Despite the advances in Ship design software, prediction based design remains to be indispensable. All design softwares proceed by evaluating a design input by the user (calculates resistance, assess fatigue, estimate needed power, weight, stability). Thus, it remains the role of prediction based design to provide a good near-optimal initial design point, which can be verified and further optimized using available software tools. Ideally the procedure used to predict a suitable initial design point should exhibit the following desirable features:
1. The procedure should be able to respond to queries with varying inputs and of varying length. This is because the inputs to the prediction procedure vary from one case study to another dependent on the nature of the area of application. To clarify the importance of this point in particular, consider the following arguments. Any designer when designing a new ship must have input data from the owner, which are considered as design constraints. He/She must satisfy these constraints, while keeping the design as optimal as possible (large dead weight with small dimension and low power). For example, an owner may specify a ship with a certain dead weight and certain draft (design constraints). These parameters are very important parameters for a ship that will pass through Suez Canal. The Suez Canal has a certain draft that ships must not exceed to avoid additional resistance and grounding. In another example, however, an owner may specify a ship with certain dead weight and certain beam. These are the most important parameters in case the designed ship will pass through Panama canal. Panama canal has restricted breadth. Thus, ships must have a certain beam that does not exceed the Panama breadth. It is clear from these examples that having a design strategy with fixed predetermined inputs and outputs is highly undesirable and unpractical, since it will not be possible to employ it in different design situations. 2. The prediction procedure should take into account the inter-relation between the different design parameters. Series-based design clearly lacks this advantage, since the ship lines are extracted based on a hierarchical design procedure that take into account the ratios between the different design parameters rather than their actual values (for example, the length to breadth ratio, the breadth to draft ratio). This is natural to prediction procedures that rely on single-variable regression. 3. The procedure should be able to make use of examples with partial available information and should be able to provide accurate estimates based on information from a limited number of design examples. This is common with new emerging designs. With such designs there are usually very limited design examples with detailed information made public. 4. The prediction procedure decisions should be transparent to the user i.e. the reasoning performed on available data (example) to produce the required estimates should be clear to the user. Moreover, the estimates should be accompanied by a degree of confidence that gives the user an idea of how confident the procedure is in a particular estimate. 5. Whenever, more examples become available, there should be an easy way of incorporating information from them within the prediction procedure with out having to re-build the prediction system from scratch.
Unfortunately, existing methods require thousands of entries to build the database. In addition to that traditional regression variants used to produce estimates for design variables lack most of the advantages stated above.
Although advanced methods such as artificial neural networks (ANNs) and Bayesian networks successfully capture some of these advantages, they fail to satisfy them all. Thus, the authors present an efficient accurate alternative strategy for providing initial ship design estimates. The strategy uses a multi-ANN-based approach. The approach can be considered an adapted extension of the computational strategies proposed in literature (Nelwamondo et al. 2007 ), (Polikar et al. 2001 ) so as to handle the requirements of ship design discipline. The proposed strategy makes it possible to construct reliable initial ship design parameters estimates from only a few data points (ship data). This is due to the generalization property of ANNs. Fuzzy logic interpretation of neural networks decisions may be used in future research to guarantee the transparency of the system decisions to designers (Hamid et al. 2008) . Using a multi-ANN approach helps us to cope with three problems. The first is handling incomplete entries which may meet designers during series building or when employing them in` design. The second is that they allow for incremental learning which improves the quality of prediction by adding new data entries (ship examples) if they become available without having to re-train the series ANNs as a whole. Furthermore, multiple ANNs can be used to eliminate the input output distinction and lets decision making rely on available evidence.
It is important to note that the use of neural networks in preliminary ship design itself is not new. Several authors have pointed out the importance of using ANNs in place of traditional regression techniques (Gougoulidis, 2008) , (Bertram, 2004) . ANNs have been used in various aspects of ship design and stability. Some developments are summarized below. For preliminary ship design, Clausen et al. (2001) have developed multilayer perceptrons (MLP) and Bayesian networks for the determination of the main particulars of ships at the initial design stage. A single hidden layer MLP network has been developed with three neurons in the hidden layer. The loading capacity of the vessel is the input to the network which estimates six parameters, namely, length, breadth, speed, draft, depth and displacement. Alkan et al. (2004) propose two ANNs for determining initial stability particulars of fishing vessels. The architecture is MLP with two hidden layers. Seven neurons in the first hidden layer and six in the second hidden layer have been used. Inputs to the first layer are the block coefficient, beam, depth and length to displacement ratio. The output is the vertical centre of gravity. In their second network, the inputs are the length overall, moulded beam, design draught, moulded depth, block coefficient, prismatic coefficient, water line area coefficient and displacement at the design waterline. Since it is important to estimate the metallic hull weight in primary design of the ship in order to control the weight and cost of the ships built,. Wu et al. (1999) (Schmitz,2004) , (Abramowski,2010) used ANNs as response surfaces i.e. an ANN is trained to take the design particulars as input and predict its performance (value of the objective function of the optimization procedure) as output. This speeds up the optimization procedure.
However, all these efforts merely concentrated on using ANNs to predict a certain parameter based on some design constraints. They were not flexible enough to simultaneously handle the variation of design constraints from application to another. Moreover, they rely mainly on using ANNs trained with backpropagation algorithm. The backpropagation algorithm has several disadvantages. Training is slow and there is a large probability of getting trapped in a local minimum. Moreover, although the work of Hansen (2000) offers some flexibility in parameters values specification due to the use of Bayesian networks in conjunction with ANNs, it still requires a huge training database. In this work, however, an alternative ANN structure based on the work of (Abdelsalam 2009) called normalized gaussian modified lagrangian (NGML) and use a system of ANNs and not just one to add flexibility to our system and make it suitable for different application scenarios and also allow users to easily make use of all available data in training the system (even partial information can be used to train some of the ANNs). Also using NGML ANNs makes it easy to include additional examples whenever they are available. Unlike multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) trained with the conventional iterative backpropagation algorithm, NGML ANNs (as explained in section II) are one-shot trained ANNs. Thus, the addition of new examples does not involve lengthy retraining procedure. In addition to that NGML ANNs do not require many examples to give satisfactory results. 
Mathematical Formulation
Where jj = 1,2,………h, j = 1,2,….,h
While the activation function of the output neurons is given by: (4) In case of using the normalizing denominator, we shall denote the ANN as Normalized Gaussian Modified Lagrangian ANN (NGML)
The GML/NGML ANNs can be trained using a one shot training procedure as follows. First a representative set of (input, output) centroid patterns are chosen to be memorized by the ANN. The chosen patterns may be determined based on expert's knowledge or using an unsupervised clustering algorithm. The chosen patterns are encoded in the ANN parameters as follows. Each input pattern is stored as a centroid for one of the hidden neurons. The corresponding target is stored as the weight connecting that node to the output nodes. 
The proposed procedure for initial ship design generation
The proposed system for initial ship design parameters estimation makes use of complete information of examples of ships belonging to a particular category of interest to the designer. NGML ANNs can be trained to find the relation between different design parameters. Thus, after training, they can be used in design by simply presenting them with design constraints. The ANNs generalization capability guarantees that they will produce as output reasonable estimates of the unspecified design parameters. In this section, the different stages for preparing and testing the Multi-ANNs based Design Parameters Prediction System (MADPPS) will be discussed.
a. Construction phase
The different steps of constructing and testing the proposed MADPPS are illustrated in the flow chart in Fig.2 . First, enough examples that represent a particular ships category are gathered. These examples will be used to form the database that will used to train, test and validate the ANNs. The information that is stored in the database for each example is the hull displacement (D), length overall (LOA), draft (T), the maximum beam width (B) as well as the offset table. Throughout the remaining of the paper, {D,L,T,B,P} will be referred to as the "design parameters string". In addition the water plan areas (WPA) and sectional areas (SA) are stored in the database. As has been illustrated in the introduction, different design cases, dictate different design constraints. Thus, it is desirable that regardless of which parameters values are specified (these are considered constraints), the MADPPS is able to produce reliable estimates of the rest of the unspecified parameters, such that they are consistent with the main theme of the category of ships of interest. To achieve this goal, a system of ANNs is trained using the information in the database. Each ANN is trained to learn the relation between different
combinations of inputs and outputs. For example, as shown in Fig.3 , one ANN is trained to learn the relation between D, L,T (inputs) and B, P (outputs), while another ANN will be trained to learn the relation between D,T,B (inputs) and L,P (outputs). Thus, the number of ANNs trained should be such that they cover all reasonable combinations of inputs and outputs. Only some of the examples are used for training (for example, 30%). A different set of examples (another 30%) is used to test the ANN. The error based on the ANNs response to the test examples (that were unseen during training) is a measure of the ANN generalization capability and reliability of the estimates that will be produced when these ANNs are employed. The rest of the database examples are used to validate the MADPPS as a whole. In addition to the ANNs trained to learn the relation between the different parameters, another ANN is trained to learn the relation between D,L,T,B,P and the corresponding offset table. Thus, this ANN serves as offset table predictor; it takes as input the design parameters string and gives as output the corresponding offset table. A similar successful use of NGMLs to recover offset tables based on some of the hulls parameters have been demonstrated in (El-bastawesy et. al., 2011) .
b. Validation and deployment phase
A typical scenario that illustrates the flow of the validation stage is shown in Fig.3 . In the validation stage, the designer makes up different scenarios that depict how the MADPPS will be used in design. This is done by setting at random some of the design parameters of the examples used for validation to zero. The system understands that this means that the system is required to produce estimates for these parameters. An "ANNselector" passes the design parameters "string" to the ANNs that are capable of producing estimates of the remaining parameters. The capability of the ANN to give an estimate of a certain parameter depends on which combination of inputs/outputs has been used to train it. For example, in Fig.3 in one of the validation examples, the values of L,T,P are specified. Thus, the system is required to give estimates for D,B that are consistent with those specified parameter. The "ANN-Selector" decides to pass the specified parameters values to ANN2 (which is trained to predict B,P based on specified values for L,T), ANN3 (which is trained to predict B based on specified values for L,T,P) and ANN5 (which is trained to predict D,T,B based on specified values for L, P). ANN1 is not used because it requires D to be known, while ANN4 is not considered because it predicts L, P, which are already specified in this example. It can be noted though that some of the ANNs used to produce the desired estimates (ANN2, ANN5) give estimates for parameters that are already specified (P in case of ANN2, T in case of ANN5). These estimates are simply ignored by the MADPPS (However, the difference between these estimates and their specified values can be outputed to the user as a measure of the consistency and reliability of the MADPSS for the example under consideration: a low difference indicates a high degree of consistency and reliability). Moreover, it is clear that ANNs system will produce three different estimates for B (from ANN2, ANN3, ANN5). This is resolved using the "Merger" block. This block produces a weighted average of multiple estimates of the same parameter. The weights are taken to be inversely proportional to the ANNs errors on the test data. For example, if the normalized error on test data of ANN2 is 0.1, while that of ANN3 is 0.4 and that of ANN5 is 0.2 then the weighted average estimate of B is computed as follows: Fig.3 : An illustration of how the proposed parameters estimation system is used to generate an initial offset table for a certain case study-A dashed arrow indicates an ANN that is inactive for the current input parameters. This may be because it is only capable of producing estimates for parameters that are already known or because it requires as input a parameter that is unspecified for the current case study.
A subset of the design parameters is specified as constraints, (as an example consider only L, T,P specified as constraints) are the estimates for B produced by ANN2, ANN3,ANN5, respectively.
L,P--->D,T,B
Once the system produces an estimate for D,B the whole design parameters string is completed. The complete design parameters string is passed to the ANN offset table predictor.
Note that this same sequence of operations used in the validation will be followed when the MADPPS is used for design. However, during design, the designer will have to trust the system, since the unspecified parameters are truly unknown. However, in the validation stage, the true values of the unspecified parameters are available in the database (they are simply hidden from the system to test the quality of its performance). This gives the designer the chance to assess the quality of estimates produced by the system. Thus, the validation stage is very important to judge the reliability of the system and assess whether or not it can be used in design. In case the validation errors are unsatisfactory, more training examples should be sought and added to the database, the ANNs should be retrained and the system re-validate. In what follows, three different measures for assessing the performance of the MADPPS as a whole based on its response to the validation examples are discussed.
c. Assessment of obtained estimates from the validation stage.
To be able to follow the different assessment measures that will be discussed, three different of parameter values are defined. (Tuck,2008) . The software gives the actual values of B and P consistent with these inputs. Power (P) is computed as the product of the total resistance at a certain speed and this speed value. Michlet predicts the total resistance to steady motion of a ship as the sum of a skin friction estimated by the standard ITTC 1957 line and a wave resistance computed by Michell's integral yields quite good results compared to model experiments (Tuck,2008) .
i. Direct Errors
Direct errors are computed by comparing the TVs and MVs of the unspecified parameters and the offset table. This is summarized in the following formula:
are, respectively, the number of unspecified parameters, the TV of the i th unspecified parameter and the MV of the unspecified parameter. In this study the direct error of the parameters in the design parameters string and that of the offset table are calculated separately.
ii. Effective Error
The effective error is a measure of the similarity of certain aspects of the actual performance (computed using CFD software) of the predicted offset table with those of the true values stored in the database. The compared aspects are the values of TV and AV of B, WPA, SA and P. For most applications, a sufficiently low effective error is enough to certify that the MADPPS can be reliably used in design. The average effective error is computed using the following formulas: that are computed using the CFD software when it simulates the output offset table produced by the MADPPS. Thus, the inconsistency error may be defined using the following formula: 
Results and Discussions
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed MADPPS, the following case study has been adopted. 100 ship examples (offset tables) have been generated using a mathematical series (refer to http://www.cyberiad.net/michlet.htm). The range of T is [0.78 5.5] meters. 5 ANNs were trained using different input output combinations as shown in Fig.3 . The inputs to the ANNs were normalized by dividing them by the maximum value of each parameter through the 100 examples. The normalizing factors for the design string {D,L,T,B,P} were {300, 91.,5.5, 8.533699, 4822 .5612}(The normalizing factors for B and P are based on the results of simulating all of the 100 hulls using Michlet software). The power P for each example was calculated by averaging the power at three speeds (14.6, 15,15.4 m/sec) . 33 examples were used for training and a different 33 example were used for test. The average errors for the 5 ANNs on the test data were: 0.0232234, 0.0227662, 0.0424491, 0.0185591, 0.0219834. The average error of the offset table predictor ANN is 0.0019351. The remaining 34 examples were used for validation. The overall average error in the offset tables generated in validation is 0.0018. (Please note that offset table matrices were also normalized by dividing them by the database half maximum beam width). Due to normalization multiplying these errors by 100 gives an indication of a semi-percentage error. Table. 1 lists the details of the results of the validation stage (OTDE, DPDE, EffE, CoE are the offset table direct error, the design parameters direct error, the effective error and the consistency error, respectively). As has been explained in earlier sections, in the validation stage some of the design parameters are set to zero at random. This are called the unspecified parameters. These unspecified parameters are indicated by placing "0" in their places in the input specifications string. The proposed MADPPS completes the design parameters string and passes the complete design parameters string to the offset table predictor ANN. The true information in the database along with the output of the MADPPS and the simulator (Michlet) output in response to the offset table and the values of L, T, D of the completed string are used to compute the direct, effective and consistency errors, respectively. The highlighted cells in Table. 1 indicate an unspecified parameter whose value has been estimated by the proposed MADPPS. The errors are considered to be satisfactory since the primary interest of the present work resides in generating a suitable initial design point, whose performance can be fine tuned using available ship design software packages. The reliability of the offset table estimated by the ANN is demonstrated through the effective error computed in Table. 1. It is clear that the produced offset tables by our multi-ANN systems results in hulls whose performance is close to that dictated by the designer's specifications (low effective error). Lower errors can be attained if the ranges of the design parameters strings are narrowed or if more examples are included. It is also clear from the table that the more the unspecified parameters, the more the deviation from the true values. This is to be expected due to the effect of accumulation of errors in the different predicted parameters on the MADPPS output offset table. This point is further clarified through Fig.4 . Figure 4 shows the results of the validation stage 2 nd ,3 rd and 19 th examples (Top to bottom). To the left are the true parameters of the hulls generated using the mathematical series, whereas to the right are the parameters of the hulls produced by the MADPPS. By comparing these results and taking into account the number of unspecified parameters in each example (refer to the highlighted cells in Table. 1), the impact of this number on the accuracy of the produced lines and hull parameters is easily noticed. Moreover, during training and testing it was clear that power prediction (P) was the major contributor to the error. This can be improved in future work by training the ANN to predict the power over a wider speed range and taking the average.
To quantitatively assess the merits of our proposed approach over existing approaches, we compared the estimates produced by our proposed strategy with those that would be produced by a conventional design strategy. Conventionally, given a database of existing ship designs and a string of specifications for a new design, a designer finds the closest design in the database (based on Euclidean distance between the specifications of the new design and those in the database) and takes it as the initial design. Ship design software To the left are the true parameters of the hulls generated using the mathematical series, whereas to the right are the parameters of the hulls produced by the MADPPS is then used to fine tune it. In Table. 1, the columns EffEc, DPDEc,OTDEc contain the effective error, direct error in design parameters estimates, direct error in offset table using this conventional design strategy, respectively. It is clear by comparing EffEc (effective error using the conventional strategy) with EffE (effective error using our proposed strategy) and DPDEc,OTDEc (direct errors using the conventional strategy) with DPDE,OTDE (direct errors using our proposed strategy) that our proposed method is capable of producing initial designs whose specifications are closer to those required by a designer. (Note with the conventional design strategy, there is no room for inconsistency since the computed estimates are the actual parameters of the new design's nearest neighbor in the database).
Conclusion
The primary aim of the present paper was to propose a suitable strategy for producing an initial ship design based on available specified parameters. The main contributions are summarized as follows. First, we adapted the multi-classifier ANN approach that is typically used in pattern recognition to suite the needs of naval architects. Second, the choice of the ANN architecture allowed for the extremely fast construction of a prediction strategy of satisfactory performance based on a very limited number of examples compared to those required by traditional methods employed in literature. Third, the proposed estimates assessment measures (direct, effective and consistency errors) are expected to prove to be useful for researchers of similar and even different design interests. Future research directions include repeating the design strategy for different series, trying more sophisticated parameters normalization schemes, investigating the effect of the choice and number of considered input/output combinations as well as offering a fuzzy-logic based interpretation of the system decision to the designer so that he/she can assess the experience learned by the system and thus its expected reliability.
